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Description

Technical field

�[0001] The present invention generally relates to floor-
boards, which have a wood fiber based core, a surface
layer and compressed curved edge portions. More par-
ticularly, the present invention relates to interlocked floor-
boards with compressed edge portions located below the
panel surface. The invention relates to panels with such
edge portions and to a method to produce such panels.

Field of Application of the Invention

�[0002] The present invention is particularly suitable for
use in floating floors, which are formed of floorboards
comprising a wood fiber based core with a surface layer
and which are preferably joined mechanically with a lock-
ing system integrated with the floorboard. A floorboard
with a mechanical locking system has a rather advanced
edge profile and curved edge portion are more difficult
produce than in traditional furniture components. The fol-
lowing description of prior-�art technique, problems of
known systems and objects and features of the invention
will therefore, as a non-�restrictive example, be aimed
above all at this field and in particular to laminate flooring
with mechanical locking systems. However, it should be
emphasized that the invention can be used in optional
floorboards with optional locking systems, where the
floorboards have a core and at least one surface layer
and where these two parts are possible to be formed with
a pressure force applied to the surface layer. The inven-
tion can thus also be applicable to, for instance, floors
with one or more surface layers of wood applied on a
wood fiber core. The present invention could also be used
in building panels i.e. wall panels, ceilings and floor strips
such as dilatation profiles, transition profiles or finishing
profiles.

Definition of Some Terms

�[0003] In the following text, the visible surface of the
installed floorboard is called "front side", while the op-
posite side is called "rear side". "Horizontal plane"
relates to a plane, which extends along the outer flat parts
of the surface layer at the front side. "Vertical plane"
relates to a plane, which is perpendicular to the horizontal
plane and at an outer edge of the surface layer. By "up"
is meant towards front side, by "down" towards rear side,
by "vertical" parallel with the vertical plane and by "hor-
izontal" parallel with the horizontal plane.
�[0004] By "edge portion" is meant a part of the edge,
which is below the horizontal plane. By "floor surface"
is meant the outer flat parts of the surface layer along
the horizontal plane. By "edge surface" is meant the
surface of the edge portion. By "locking system" is
meant cooperating connecting means, which intercon-
nect the floorboards vertically and/or horizontally. By

"mechanical locking system" is meant that joining can
take place without glue.

Background of the Invention, Prior- �Art Technique and 
Problems thereof.

�[0005] Laminate floors and other similar floorboards
are made up of one or more upper layers of decorative
laminate, � decorative plastic material or wood veneer, an
intermediate core of wood fiber based material or plastic
material and preferably a lower balancing layer on the
rear side of the core.
�[0006] Laminate flooring usually consists of a core of
a 6-9 mm fiberboard, a 0.2-0.8 mm thick upper decorative
surface layer of laminate and a 0.1-0.6 mm thick lower
balancing layer of laminate, plastic, paper or like material.
The surface layer provides appearance and durability to
the floorboards. The core provides stability, and the bal-
ancing layer keeps the board plane when the relative
humidity (RH) varies during the year. The floorboards are
laid floating, i.e. without gluing, on an existing subfloor.
Traditional hard floorboards in floating flooring of this type
are usually joined by means of glued tongue-�and-�groove
joints.
�[0007] In addition to such traditional floors, floorboards
have been developed which do not require the use of
glue and instead are joined mechanically by means of
so- �called mechanical locking systems. These systems
comprise locking means, which lock the boards horizon-
tally and vertically. The mechanical locking systems can
be formed by machining of the core. Alternatively, parts
of the locking system can be formed of a separate ma-
terial, which is integrated with the floorboard, i.e. joined
with the floorboard in connection with the manufacture
thereof.
�[0008] The most common core material is a fiberboard
with high density and good stability, usually called HDF
- High Density Fiberboard. Sometimes also MDF - Me-
dium Density Fiberboard - is used as core. MDF and HDF
contain ground wood fibers, which by means of binding
agents are combined into a sheet material.
�[0009] Laminate flooring and also many other floorings
with a surface layer of plastic, wood, veneer, cork and
the like are produced in several steps. As shown in figure
1a - 1d the surface layer and the balancing layer is pro-
duced in a separate step and are then applied to a core
material by for example gluing a previously manufactured
decorative layer and balancing layer to a fiberboard.
Such a production process is used when a floor panel
has a surface of a decorative high pressure laminate
(HPL) which is made in a separate operation where a
plurality of sheets of paper impregnated with a thermo-
setting resin, such as melamine and/or phenol are com-
pressed under high pressure and at a high temperature.
�[0010] The currently most common method when mak-
ing laminate flooring, however, is the direct pressure lam-
inate (DPL) method which is based on a more modern
principle where both manufacture of the decorative lam-
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inate layer and the fastening to the fiberboard take place
in one and the same manufacturing step. One or more
papers impregnated with a thermosetting resin such as
melamine are applied directly to the board and pressed
together under pressure and heat without any gluing.
�[0011] One prior art method is disclosed in FR 2
846023. To provide an embossing effect, rectilinear lines
are pressed into a floor element using an embossing die
in the neighbourhood of each intended line of separation.
The lines of separation are formed in a later step when
cutting out floor panels. In a still later step, locking means
are machined in the area between the embossed recti-
linear line and the line of separation.
�[0012] Another prior art method is disclosed in US 4
084 996, wherein the method starts with assembling a
number of individual layers such as plywood, wood chips
and a fibrous web. The assembly is disposed together
with a caul plate in a hot press subjecting it for heat and
pressure consolidating and adhering the layers and pre-
serving the surface pattern transferred to the surface by
the caul plate. The method is used for producing plywood
panels suitable for external uses.
�[0013] Yet another prior art method is disclosed in JP-
A-�2003200405. The document discloses a method of
providing a facing material for a floor material or the like.
An edge part between the upper surface and a side sur-
face is pushed with a hard roll to execute chamfering.
The chamfering is made after cutting the panel and after
forming coupling means.
�[0014] Figures 1a - 1d shows how laminate flooring is
produced according to known technology. As a rule, the
above methods result in a floor element (3 in fig 1b) in
the form of a large laminated board, which is then sawn
into several individual floor panels (2 in fig 1c), which are
then machined to floorboards (1 in fig 1d). The floor pan-
els are individually machined along their edges to floor-
boards with mechanical locking systems on the edges.
The machining of the edges is carried out in advanced
milling machines where the floor panel is exactly posi-
tioned between one or more chains and belts or similar,
so that the floor panel can be moved at high speed and
with great accuracy past a number of milling motors,
which are provided with diamond cutting tools or metal
cutting tools, which machine the edge of the floor panel.
By using several milling motors operating at different an-
gles, advanced profiles can be formed at speeds exceed-
ing 100 m/min and with an accuracy of �0.02 mm.
�[0015] The upper edges of the floorboards are in most
cases very sharp and perpendicular to the floor surface
and in the same plane as the floor surface.
�[0016] Recently laminate floors have been developed
with decorative grooves or bevels at the edges, which
looks like a real gap or a bevel between solid wood floor
such as planks or parquet strips.
�[0017] It is known that such edges cold be made in
several different ways.
�[0018] In recent years, laminate floors, which are imi-
tations of stones, tiles and the like, have become more

and more common. It is known that the method which is
used to manufacture decorative edge portions of such
floors could also be used to produce edge portions which
look like a gap in solid wood floors. This is shown in figure
2a and 2b. The starting material is a decorative paper
with printed edge portions which is impregnated with
melamine resin. Uncontrolled swelling takes place in this
operation. In the subsequent lamination, the decorative
impregnated paper is placed on a core and lamination
takes place against an embossed metal sheet, which
forms a depression (20) in those parts of the floor element
(3) where edge portions are to be formed. This is shown
in figure 2a. The result is a floor element (1,1’) whose
front side has an embedded or embossed edge pattern
corresponding to the intended edge portions between
floorboards, as shown in figure 2b.
�[0019] This manufacturing method suffers from a
number of problems, which are above all related to diffi-
culties in positioning the decorative paper and metal
sheets in connection with laminating and the difficulty in
positioning floor element and floor panels in the subse-
quent sawing and machining of the edges. The result is
a floor panel with edge portions, which show considera-
ble and undesired variations in structure and design as
shown in figure 2b. Another problem is that this method
is only suitable for embossed textures which are less
than about 0,2 mm deep and which cannot be made
deeper than the thickness of the surface layer. Further
disadvantages are that although the edge is below the
floor surface, it is sharp and parallel with the surface.
�[0020] Figure 2c and 2d show another method. Deco-
rative edge portions could be made in connection with
the machining of the edges of the floor panel 1, 1’. Lam-
inating and sawing of the floor element (3) can then take
place without any specific requirements as to alignment,
and swelling problems do not occur. The decorative and
embedded edge portion can be provided by part of the
decorative surface layer being removed so that the rein-
forcing layer of the laminate becomes visible (figure 2d).
Alternatively, the core (30) itself can be used to create
the decorative embedded edge portion. This is shown in
figure 3a. The surface layer has been removed and the
core (30) is uncovered within areas that are to constitute
the decorative edge portion (20). A decorative grove
could be made on only one edge as shown in figure 3a.
�[0021] The most common method is shown in figure
3b. A part of the edge portion of a floorboard (1, 1’) has
been formed as a bevel 20 and this bevel is than in a
separate operation covered with a separate material
such as a tape, a plastic strip or it could be colored, printed
etc. Separate materials are complicated and costly to
apply and it is not possible to make an edge portion with
the same design and structure as the floor surface. Such
edge portion has considerable lower abrasion resistance
and inferior moisture properties than the floor surface.
The production method is rather slow and several appli-
cation units are needed to meet the speed of a modern
production line for laminate floorings.
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�[0022] Another method is shown in figure 3c. The edge
portion (20) is formed in a separate material, which has
been inserted or extruded into a groove. This method
has the same disadvantages as the method described
above.
�[0023] Fig 3d show that a rounded edge portion (20)
could be produced with the well known postforming meth-
od used for furniture components. A postforming lami-
nate surface (31) of HPL, which is so flexible that it can
be formed after the production of the laminated sheet,
could be glued to an already machined floorboard (1). In
a second production step the edge could be heated and
the laminate could be bent and glued around the edge
portion. This method would be very complicated, costly
and is not used in laminate floorings.
�[0024] The principles of the present invention are di-
rected to edge portions in building panels, which over-
come one or more of the limitations and disadvantages
of the prior art.
�[0025] These and other objects of the invention are
achieved by floorboards, and manufacturing methods
having the features that are stated in the independent
claims. The dependent claims define particularly pre-
ferred embodiments of the invention.

Summary of the invention

�[0026] The main objective of this invention is to provide
floorboards, with curved edge portions made in one piece
with the surface layer, which could be produced more
efficiently than present products on the market.
�[0027] An additional purpose of this invention is to pro-
vide such panels with edge portions, which have im-
proved design and abrasion properties.
�[0028] To achieve these objectives, according to a first
principle not forming part of the invention, a floorboard
is provided, with locking system, a wood fiber based core
and a surface layer arranged on the upper side of the
core. The outer flat parts of the surface layer constituting
a floor surface and a horizontal plane. A plane, perpen-
dicular to the horizontal plane and at the edge of the
surface layer, constitutes a vertical plane. The floorboard
has an edge portion with an edge surface, which is lo-
cated under the horizontal plane. The edge surface at
the vertical plane is at a distance from the horizontal plane
which constitutes an edge depth and which exceeds the
thickness of the surface layer.
�[0029] The floor surface and the edge surface are
made in one piece of the same material. A part of the
core in the edge portion under the edge surface adjacent
to the vertical plane and at a vertical distance from the
edge surface has a higher density than a part of the core
under the floor surface adjacent to the edge portion and
at the same vertical distance from the floor surface.
�[0030] According to one principle of the invention, a
method is provided to make a floorboard, with a locking
system, a wood fiber based core and a surface layer ar-
ranged on the upper side of the core. The outer flat parts

of the surface layer constituting a floor surface and a
horizontal plane. The floorboard has an edge portion with
an edge surface, which is located under the horizontal
plane. The method comprises the steps of:�

• Applying the surface layer on the core to form a floor
element.

• Cutting the floor element into floor panels.

• Applying a pressure on the surface of an edge portion
of the floor panel such that the core under the surface
layer is compressed and the surface layer is perma-
nently bended towards the rear side.

Brief Description of the Drawings

�[0031]

Figs 1a-d  illustrate in different steps manufacture of
a floorboard according to known technology.

Figs 2a-d  illustrate production methods to form edge
portions according to known technology.

Figs 3a-d  illustrate examples of different ways of
manufacture of edge portions according to prior art.

Figs 4a-b  illustrate press forming of a edge portion
according to the invention.

Figs 5a-c  illustrate different properties of a convex
curved edge portion according the invention.

Figs 6a-b  Illustrate alternative methods , �the method
is not part of the invention.

Fig. 7  illustrates a dilatation profile according to the
which is not considered as being part of the invention.

Fig. 8  illustrates an edge portion with a curved edge
surface.

Description of Preferred Embodiments

�[0032] Figs 4a-�4c show in four steps manufacture of
floorboards according to one embodiment of the inven-
tion. Fig. 4a shows two opposite edges of two essentially
similar floor panels 2, 2’ which are intended to be joined
together with a mechanical locking system. The floor-
boards have a surface layer 31 of for example HPL, DPL
or wood veneer, a core 30 of HDF and balancing layer
32. As show in fig. 4b an edge groove 16, 16’ is formed
at the upper side of the edge and a part of the surface
layer 31 is removed. This could be done in a separate
operation or in connection with the sawing of the floor
element 3 into floor panels 2. If the surface layer 31 is
laminate, at least a part of the edge groove 16,16’ and
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the surface layer 31 adjacent to the edge groove 16,16’
should preferably be heated with a suitable heating de-
vice H, such as for example heating nozzles which blow
an even current of hot air. The temperature should ex-
ceed 100 degree C. A preferable temperature is about
150 - 200 degree C. In many applications a temperature
of about 170 degree C gives the best result. Normal lam-
inate quality could be used as a surface layer 31 and no
special post forming quality is needed. If the surface layer
31 is a wood veneer, heating is preferably not required.
The floor panel should preferably have a reference sur-
face 17, 17’ which could be used to position the floor
panel correctly when edge portions and locking systems
are formed. As shown in figure 4c the edge portions 20,
20’ are than compressed with a compression tool TO
which preferably is heated to similar temperatures as de-
scribed above. The compression tool TO could be a
wheel and/or a pressure shoe or similar with a profile
which preferably corresponds to the desired edge profile.
Several tools could be used to form the edge portion in
several steps. During the compression, the fibers in the
core will be permanently compressed, the fiber orienta-
tions will in most cases change and the density in the
edge portion 20 will increase. A change in the fiber ori-
entation might be difficult to detect in some core materi-
als. Increased density could however be measured with
grate accuracy. The edge portion 20 will be much strong-
er than traditional beveled edges in laminate flooring. The
abrasion resistance will be similar as in the floor surface
and the visible edge portion will have the same design
and structure as the floor surface. The upper parts of the
core 30 under the surface layer 31, which in a DPL floor-
ing is impregnated with melamine and in a HPL flooring
with glue, supports the laminate surface layer 31 during
the bending and increases the flexibility of the laminate
layer. The advantage is that ordinary qualities of thermo-
setting decorative laminates, which are rather brittle,
could be used. HDF is particularly suitable for this kind
of press forming with permanent compression according
to the invention since the fiber structure and the binders,
which are used in HDF, are ideal for this application.
�[0033] As shown in figure 4d a mechanical locking sys-
tem with a tongue 10 and grove 9 for vertical locking and
a strip 6 with a locking element 8 and a locking grove 12
for horizontal locking could easily be formed and posi-
tioned with high precision in relation to the compressed
edge portions 20,20’. In this embodiment the press form-
ing of the edge portions 20, 20’ is made on the floor panel
2, which thereafter is machined to a floorboard 1. The
advantage is that the forming of the mechanical locking
system can be made with great accuracy and the press
forming will not change the dimensions of the profile
which in this embodiment is mainly the tongue 10 and
the groove 9. Of course it is possible to form the edge
portions 20, 20’ on the floorboard after the machining of
the edges, but this is more complicated and the compres-
sion possibilities are more limited. In most cases further
machining is then required to form the upper outer edge.

�[0034] Figure 5a shows a cross section of a panel edge
according to the invention. In this preferred embodiment
the floor panel 1 has a surface layer 31 of DPL with a
surface thickness ST and an outer edge 51. The upper
flat part of the surface layer 31 constitutes a horizontal
plane HP and a floor surface 33. A plane perpendicular
to the horizontal plane and at the outer edge 51 of the
surface layer 31, constitutes a vertical plane VP. The
convex curved edge portion 20, which is located under
the horizontal plane HP and which extends to the vertical
plane VP has a edge width EW, measured parallel with
the horizontal plane HP and an edge surface 50. The
edge portion 20 has an edge depth ED measured verti-
cally from the horizontal plane HP, which is equal to the
distance SD from the horizontal plane HP to the outer
edge 51 at the vertical plane VP. As shown I figure 5a
the fibers in the edge portion 20 have been compressed
and the fiber orientation have been changed such that
the fibers are curved in the same direction as the edge
surface 50 of the edge portion 20.
�[0035] Several relationships are favorable in order to
produce an edge portion (20) according to the invention.�

• Edge depth ED should preferably be larger than the
surface layer thickness ST. In the most preferable
embodiment edge depth ED should be larger than 2
or even 3 times the surface thickness ST. The meth-
od allows forming of edge portions 20 with edge
depths ED exceeding 10 times the surface thickness
ST.

• The edge width EW should preferably be larger than
the edge depth ED. In the most preferable embodi-
ment edge width EW should be larger than 2 times
the edge depth ED

• The edge depth ED should preferably be larger than
0,1 times the floorboard thickness T.

• The thickness ST of the surface layer 31 should be
0,1 - 0,01 times the floor thickness T.

�[0036] These relationships could be used independ-
ently or in combination.
�[0037] Figure 5b shows the density D profile in a part
(A-�A) of a floorboard 1 which has not been compressed
and figure 5c shows the density profile D in a compressed
edge portion (B-�B) of the same floorboard. Density pro-
files could be measured extremely accurately with a gam-
ma beam. The distance between measuring points could
be as small as 0,04 mm. In this example the surface layer
31 of laminate, which is about 0,2 mm thick, has a density
of about 1300 kg/m3. Below the surface layer 31 there
is a core portion 52 which in connection with the direct
pressure lamination has been impregnated with mela-
mine and where the density varies between about 1200
- 1000 kg/m3. Under this core portion 52 there is another
portion 53 where the density is slightly higher than in the
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middle parts of the core 30. The average density is shown
by the line AD. It should be emphasized that compression
in wood fiber based board material always gives an in-
creased density.
�[0038] Figure 5c shows the density profile in a com-
pressed part B- �B of the edge portion 20. A part of the
core 30 in the edge portion adjacent to the vertical plane
VP and at a vertical distance SD from the surface layer
31, has a higher density D than a part of the core which
is under the floor surface adjacent to the edge portion 20
and at the same vertical distance SD from the surface
layer 31.
�[0039] This is contrary to traditional postforming where
the edge portion is machined and the surface layer is
glued to the part of the core, which have the same or
lower density.
�[0040] Figure 6a shows an alternative method to form
an edge portion 20 in a DPL flooring. A floorboard 1 is
produced with an edge groove 19 under the surface layer
31. The upper part of the edge grove 19 consist of the
surface layer 31 and a part of the core 30. This upper
part of the edge grove 19 is folded against the lover part
of the edge grove 19 and both parts are pressed and
glued together. Figure 6b shows that this method could
be used to form an edge portion of a floor panel which is
then machined to a floorboard. Both these methods are
more complicated than the press forming since glue and
separate machining is required. This method could be
partly combined with the press forming and the core could
be compressed in connection with the gluing.
�[0041] Figure 7 shows a dilatation profile 4 with press
formed edge portions 20, 20’, according to the invention.
�[0042] Figure 8 shows a floorboard with edge portions
20 at opposite edges which are curved and where the
outer adjacent parts of the edge surfaces 50 are essential
parallel with the horizontal plane HP.
�[0043] The invention is especially suitable to produce
laminate floorings which look like solid wood floor strips
with a width of about 5-10 cm and where compressed
edge portions are only formed on the long sides. Such
floorboards could also easily be made in random lengths
since long press formed floor panels could be produced
which are thereafter machined and cut to floorboards in
different lengths.
�[0044] A floor which consist of such floorboards will
have many curved edge portions 20 and only very cost
efficient production methods such as press forming could
be used in order to obtain production costs which are
competitive and lower than similar solid wood floors.
�[0045] Press forming is very efficient and can easily
meet the speed of modern profiling lines.
�[0046] The method to compress the core with a surface
layer of a laminate floor element, floor panel or floorboard
or a similar building element panel according to the in-
vention could be used to form embossed portions on oth-
er parts than the edges.

Claims

1. A method to make a floorboard, with a locking sys-
tem, a wood fiber based core (30) and a surface layer
(31) arranged on the upper side of the core, the outer
flat parts of the surface layer (31) constituting a floor
surface (33) and a horizontal plane (HP), the floor-
board has an edge portion (20) with an edge surface
(50) which is located under the horizontal plane
characterized in that the surface layer (31) is ap-
plied on the core to form a floor element (3) in the
form of a laminate, said core (30) being made of HDF,
the floor element is cut into floor panels (2), �
a pressure is applied on the surface of an edge por-
tion (20) of the floor panel such that the core under
the surface layer is compressed and the surface lay-
er is permanently bended towards the rear side,
whereby
before applying said compression an edge groove
(16) is formed at the edge of the floor panel (2), and
after applying said compression a mechanical lock-
ing system (9,10, 6,8) is formed at the edge of the
floor panel (2).

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, characterized
in that the surface layer (31) comprises paper sheets
impregnated with a thermosetting resin.

3. A method as claimed in claim 1, characterized
in that the surface layer (31) is a wood veneer.

4. A method as claimed in claim 4, characterized
in that the edge portion (20) is pressed under heat
exceeding 100 degree C.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4, characterized
in that the edge portion (20) is pressed under heat
exceeding 160 degree C.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen einer Bodenplatte mit ei-
nem Verriegelungssystem, einem Kern (30) auf
Holzfaserbasis und einer Oberflächenschicht (31),
die an der Oberseite des Kerns angeordnet ist, wobei
die äußeren flachen Teile der Oberflächenschicht
�(31) eine Bodenfläche (33) sowie eine horizontale
Ebene (HP) bilden, und die Bodenplatte einen Kan-
tenabschnitt (20) mit einer Kantenfläche (50) auf-
weist, die sich unter der horizontalen Ebene befindet,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Oberflächenschicht (31) auf den Kern aufge-
bracht wird, um ein Bodenelement (3) in Form eines
Laminats auszubilden, wobei der Kern (30) aus HDF
besteht,�
das Bodenelement in Bodenplatten (2) geschnitten
wird, �
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ein Druck auf die Oberfläche eines Kantenabschnitts
(20) der Bodenplatte so ausgeübt wird, dass der
Kern unter der Oberflächenschicht zusammenge-
drückt wird und die Oberflächenschicht permanent
auf die Rückseite zu gebogen wird, wobei
bevor das Zusammendrücken ausgeführt wird, eine
Kantennut (16) an der Kante der Bodenplatte (2)
ausgebildet wird, und
nachdem das Zusammendrücken ausgeführt ist, ein
mechanisches Verriegelungssystem (9, 10, 6, 8) an
der Kante der Bodenplatte (2) ausgebildet wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Oberflächenschicht (31) Papier-
blätter umfasst, die mit einem wärmehärtenden Harz
imprägniert sind.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Oberflächenschicht (31) ein
Holzfurnier ist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Kantenabschnitt (20) unter Wär-
me gepresst wird, die 100 °C übersteigt.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Kantenabschnitt (20) unter Wär-
me gepresst wird, die 160 °C übersteigt.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour fabriquer un plancher, avec un systè-
me de verrouillage, une âme à base de fibres de bois
(30) et une couche de surface (31) agencée sur la
face supérieure de l’âme, les parties plates externes
de la couche de surface (31) constituant une surface
de plancher (33) et un plan horizontal (HP), le plan-
cher a une partie de bord (20) avec une surface de
bord (50) qui est située sous le plan horizontal ca-
ractérisé en ce que
la couche de surface (31) est appliquée sur l’âme
pour former un élément de plancher (3) sous la forme
d’un stratifié, ladite âme (30) étant constituée de
HDF, �
l’élément de plancher est découpé en panneaux de
plancher (2),�
une pression est appliquée sur la surface d’une par-
tie de bord (20) du panneau de plancher de sorte
que l’âme sous la couche de surface soit comprimée
et la couche de surface est fléchie de manière per-
manente vers le côté arrière, de telle manière que
avant l’application de ladite compression une nervu-
re de bord (16) est formée au bord du panneau de
plancher (2), et
après l’application de ladite compression un systè-
me de verrouillage mécanique (9, 10, 6, 8) est formé
au bord du panneau de plancher (2).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que  la couche de surface (31) comprend des
feuilles de papier imprégnées avec une résine ther-
modurcissable.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que  la couche de surface (31) est une feuille min-
ce de bois.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que  la partie de bord (20) est pressée sous chauf-
fage au-�dessus de 100 °C.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que  la partie de bord (20) est pressée sous chauf-
fage au-�dessus de 160 °C.
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